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Abstract 
In this paper, a novel image mosaic method for concrete pavement surface image sequences reconstruction has been proposed. 
Harris corner points are extracted uniformly from the overlapped areas of concrete pavement surface images, which are 
considered feature points. The commonly used circular projection method is applied for coarse matching step and an 
improved point matching method is proposed for invariance of image rotation and distortion. The image fusion strategy of 
fading in and fading out is employed for the smooth and seamless of mosaic image. For the practical pavement surface images, 
which exists rotation and distortion, the corresponding experimental results show that the proposed image matching method 
has higher precision and stronger robustness. 
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1. Introduction 
For the purpose of pavement automatic surveys, the high-resolution image sequence of pavement lanes whose 
entire width is 3.75 m is captured by the use of two or three cameras instead of a wide-view angle camera with 
limited resolution (Wang & Elliott, 1999; Hou, Wang, Wang, and Wang, 2007). In most cases, the overlapping 
areas in image sequence always cause some issues in counting the number of pavement cracks and lead to 
incorrect evaluation of pavement performance. In order to track the pavement surface condition more accurately 
and intelligently, the robust image mosaic algorithm, which is relatively independent of image rotation and 
distortion, is extremely desirable. In previous related works, many researchers focused on image registration 
algorithms which are also the key to deciding the output performance of image mosaicing algorithms. At present, 
many image registration algorithms have been proposed and an extensive and comprehensive survey is found in 
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the literature (Brown, 1992; Zitova & Flusser, 2003). Sang & Zhang present a point pattern relaxation matching 
method, which is called Songnongs’ algorithm and is invariant to rotation and scale changes (1998). In this paper, 
a robust and high-quality image mosaic algorithm is presented that takes the characteristic property of a concrete 
pavement surface into account. 
2. Theories of Image Mosaic Processing 
2.1. Image Preprocessing 
The goal of image preprocessing is to improve the quality of source gray-level images. Image formation in the 
camera occurs from light reflected from the surrounding world. Due to the disturbance of both uneven brightness 
and the optical device of cameras, non-uniform gray intensity problems cannot be avoided (Sun, 2008). The 
expression for pavement surface image signals I is (Wang, 2004): 
p b nI I I I   (1) 
where Ip is the undisturbed image of the pavement surface, Ib is the uneven brightness and is a low frequency 
signals, and In is white Gaussian noise that is generated due to signal sampling and quantization. The unsharp 
masking algorithm (Deng, 2011) is used to remove uneven illumination Ib and the median filter is applied to 
suppress noise In. 
2.2. Uniform Extraction of Harris Corner 
The harris corner detector proposed by Harris and Stephens is based on the second moment matrix to extract 
corner features (1988). This approach is broadly used in detecting interest points due to its simple calculation and 
robustness. Harris corners of pavement surface images tend to appear nearby the cracks or irregular objects. 
Therefore, the pavement surface image is divided into sub-blocks to extract corners uniformly by applying the 
sub-blocks strategy proposed in the literature (Zhang, Liu, Pang, and Li, 2003). 
2.3. Coarse Circular Projection Matching Algorithm 
Image registration is the essential part of panoramic image creation. The definition given by Zitova & Flusser 
(2003) is “Image registration is the process of overlaying two or more images of the same scene taken at different 
times, from different viewpoints, and/or by different sensors. It geometrically aligns two images-the reference 
and sensed images.” In this paper, the circular projection matching algorithm (Xu, Wang, and Li, 2005) is 
employed to obtain the candidate matched point pairs. 
2.4. Point Optimization Matching Algorithms 
There are two most commonly method used for point optimization matching. One is the traditional point 
pattern relaxation matching algorithm, which basic concepts and operations are introduced as follows (Ranade & 
Rosenfeld, 1980), the other is the four-element relaxation matching algorithm, which is proposed by Sang and 
Zhang (1998).  
2.5. Improved Four-element pattern Relaxation Matching Algorithm 
An improved four-element relaxation matching algorithm based on known candidate matched point pairs is 
proposed when larger random walk errors exist between two point sets. The approach also has the anti-rotation 
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and anti-scale advantages of Sangnong’s algorithm and shows a higher tolerance for random walk errors. The 
whole algorithm flow is as follows: 
Step 1: The angle difference  between Set Q  and Set P  is defined as: 
1 h ip p p                                                                                                                                                   (2) 
2 u ip p p                                                                                                                                                   (3) 
1 h iq q q                                                                                                                                                     (4) 
2 u iq q q                                                                                                                                                    (5) 
The scalar angle 1 of vector 2p  and vector 1p  and scalar angle 2  of vector 2q  and vector 1q  are 
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Therefore, the angle difference  is  
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p p and q q are in the same direction
p p and q q are in opposite direction                                                          (8) 
Step 2: Let ( , )iihh u u  be the support function of the four-element point set ( , , , )i i h hp q p q  given by point pair 
( , )u up q .The support function is based on variable , such that 
1( , ) ( )
iihh u u f                                                                                                                                           (9) 
Where ( )f  is the support core function with respect to random walk errors. The following equation is designed 









f e                                                                                                                             (10) 
where a  is the base number of exponential function xa . The angle r  is the lower limit of the tolerance for 
random walk errors and m  is the upper limit of the tolerance for random walk errors, which is the maximum 
value of angle . When ( ) 1f , 1  equals 2  and the displacement distance of uq  relative to iq  and jq  is 
equivalent to the distance of up  relative to ip  and jp . Therefore, point pair ( , )u up q  gives the largest support to 
the four-element point set ( , , , )i i h hp q p q .  
Step 3: The largest support of the four-element point set ( , , , )i i h hp q p q  given by the rest of the point pairs can be 
described as: 
,
( , )max iihh
u i u h
u u                                                                                                                                                  (11) 
When the largest support of a four-element point set that consists of  ( , )u up q   and any other matched point pair 
is small, ( , )u up q  is considered an incorrect matched point pair and is removed from Set Q  and Set P . 
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2.6. Image Fusion 
After image registration processing, Image T and Image S are transformed to the same rectangle coordinate 
system as the space transformation matrix M. The gray intensity at the coordinate ( , )i j  generally need to be 
interpolated with the neighboring transformed points to avoid an empty pixel from occurring (Li & Guo, 2007). 
The image fusion technique stitches two images together to create a seamless panorama image. Fading in and 
fading out is the most simple and direct solution in existing fusion methods. The fusion region ( , )wf x y  is given 
by: 
11 22( , ) ( , ) (1 ) ( , )wf x y w f x y w f x y                                                                                              (12) 
where w  is the change factor that gradually varies from 1 to 0, 11( , )f x y  and 22 ( , )f x y  define the overlapping of 
image T  and S , respectively; and w  is the step size given by: 
1 /w L                                                                                                                                         (13) where L  is the column width of the overlapping region. 
3. Experiments and results 
One hundred concrete pavement surface images, which are captured from Ha-Tong Road in Heilongjiang 
province of China, are chosen to prove the effectiveness of the presented algorithm. The image mosaic 
experiments are run on Matlab 7.0. 
Six randomly selected adjacent pavement surface image samples are shown in Figure 1 (a) to (f) for building a 
full-scene pavement surface image. Figures 2 (a) to (c) demonstrate that there are no obvious synthetic traces 
existing in the mosaicing image results caused by the algorithm proposed in this paper.  
 
(a) (c) (e) 
 
(b) (d) (f) 
Fig.1. The adjacent image samples for stitching: (a) The reference image of group 1; (b) The sensed image of group 1; (c) The reference 
image of group 2; (d) The sensed image of group 2; (e) The reference image of group 3; (f) The sensed image of group 3 
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 (a)   (b)  
(c) 
Fig.2. (a) The mosaicing result of group 1; (b) The mosaicing result of group 2; (c) The mosaicing result of group 3 
Figure 2 (a), Figure 2 (b) and Figure 2 (c) are three transverse image mosacing results. Generally, compared to 
Figure 10, there are random walk errors in Figure 2. That is, the transverse panorama images suffer more severe 
distortion. Figure 3 (a) is the mosaicing image result with Figure 2 (b) and (c) formed by using the proposed 
algorithm, Figure 3 (b) is the mosaicing image result with Figure 2 (a) and (b). Figure 3 (c) is the mosaicing 
image result with Figure 2 (b) and (c) formed by using Sangnong’s algorithm instead of our optimization 
matching algorithm.As shown in Fig 3 (b), the performance of Sangnong’s algorithm can’t fulfill the mosacing 
requirement of longitudinal pavement surface images under the same experimental conditions. 
                      
(a)                                                     (b)                                                    (c) 
Fig. 3. (a) the mosaicing result of Figure 2 (b) and (c) using the proposed algorithm; (b) the mosaicing result of Figure 2 (a) and (b) using the 
proposed algorithm; (c) the mosaicing result of Figure 2 (a) and (b) using Sangnong’s algorithm 
4. Conclusion 
In the case of larger random walk errors or distortions existing in images, the support of any point pair given 
by the rest of the correct point pairs or incorrect point pairs shows no deference with respect to Sangnong’s 
algorithm or the traditional algorithm. This is the main reason that Sangnong’s algorithm does not work well in 
the pavement surface image mosacing experiments. The improved relaxation matching algorithm adjusts the 
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decreasing speed of the support in the point optimization process when the random walk errors have known limits. 
This enhances the robustness of the system to larger distortions. 
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